Abstract Potentially, data compression techniques may have a broad impact in computing not only by decreasing storage and communication costs, but also by speeding up computation. For many image processing applications, the use of data compression is so pervasive that we can assume the inputs and outputs are in a compressed domain, and it is intriguing to consider doing computations on the data entirely in tile compressed domain. In this paper, we speed up processing by doing computations, including dot product and convolution on vectors and arrays, in a compressed transform domain. To do this, we make use of sophisticated algebraic techniques for evaluation and interpolation of sparse polynomials. We illustrate the basic methodology by applying these techniques to image processing problems, and in particular to speed up the well known splatting algorithm for volume rendering. The splatting algorithm is one of the most efficient of existing high quality volume rendering algorithms; it takes as input three dimensional volume sample data of size N 3 and outputs an N x N image in O(N3f) time, where f is a parameter known as footprint size (which often is hundreds of pixels in practice). Assuming that the original sample data and the resulting image are stored in the transform domain and can be lossily compressed by a factor p with small error, we show that the rendering of the image can be done entirely in the compressed transform domain in decreased time O(pN3 log N ) .
Introduction
Computing in Transform Domain. There has been extensive research on lossless and lossy image compression to represent image with less data in order to save storage space and reduce the time and cost of transmission (7, 10). Various transform compression techniques, such as Discrete Cosine Transform, Fast Fourier Transform, wavelet transform, Huffman coding, have been developed to design efficient image compression algorithms. For example, the well known image compression standard -JPEG, uses the Discrete Cosine Transform to encode the image by dividing the image into small blocks and encoding each block individually. It is also well known that many image processing tasks, such as filtering and convolutions, can be speed up by computing directly in the transform domain instead of spectral domain [4, 91. Computing in Compressed Transform Domain. In this paper, we apply the novel techniques of speeding up running time of an algorithm by representing data and performing computation in compressed transform domain. However, there are a number of elements of our work that draw on prior work. The representation we use for compression of the transformed images is similar to the standard image encoding methods used in image compression algorithms [lo] . This is an advantage, in that we can expect to obtain similar image compression and corresponding degradation as would be obtained by similar conventional transform image techniques. There has been prior work done which reduces computation of an algorithm by taking into account of certain statistical properties of the input data, such as the bounded entropy (see [5] ). Furthermore, there has been research on computing directly in the compressed domain, e.g., [l] gave an string matching algorithm that finds the pattern string in the compressed text without decompressing 272 the text. There has been extensive research on computation in transform domain but with the exception of searching algorithms, computing in a compressed transform domain is a novel idea.
We assume that the inputs are vectors or arrays already stored in the compressed transform domain. Similarly, we assume that the outputs in the compressed transform domain, and we analyze the computational cost of our algorithm accordingly. The operations we perform on vectors and arrays include addition (which is easily done either in the uncompressed domain or the compressed domain), as well as convolution and dot product. These operations are common in image processing applications, where for example, we may perform sequences of filtering and density masking on the image domain. In prior practice one maps to and from the transform domain when applying the convolution in combination with dot product. Since the compressed transform domain is assumed to be small, ideally we would like to instead do all our computations in the compressed transform domain. We note that certain operations, such as convolution, can be performed easily if the inputs are mapped to the transform domain. On the other hand, other operations such as dot product can be done easily on the inputs in the compressed domain, but not so straightforwardly if the inputs are mapped to the transform domain (since the naive method for performing dot product needs to convert the vectors to the original domain and convert the result of dot product in the original domain back into the transform domain, which requires U(n1ogn) time in one dimension and U(n*logn) time in two dimension). Instead, we perform these non-trivial operations such as the dot product by sophisticated algorithm techniques using sparse polynomials. For problems in the areas such as image and speech processing where the input data is known to have high lossy compression ratio with low Lz error, our idea of computing in compressed transform domain can be applied to greatly reduce computational cost. In particular, we apply this methodology to the problem of designing fast and compact volume rendering algorithms in compressed transform space. Furthermore, we expect that this novel idea of reducing computation by computing in compressed transform domain can be a p plied to other image processing problems requiring sequences of filtering and density masking in the image domain. Application to Volume Rendering. A volume rendering algorithm takes as input threedimensional arrays of voxels (3D pixels) of size N x N x N , giving the discrete input sample volume to be rendered, and outputs an N x N image rendering. Volume rendering is an ideal application of our techniques: (i) the inputs are generally very large ( N often can be over 1,000, so the volume input size is often a number of megabytes), so it is advantageous to have compressed the inputs, (ii) the volume may be viewed at many viewing angles, creating a multiplicity of output images so it is also often advantageous to also compress the outputs for subsequent viewing, and furthermore (iii) the operations required by volume rendering algorithms are similar to many other image processing applications, and in particular include operations which we may speed up by computing in the compressed transform domain. The "splatting" algorithm by Westover [ll] is perhaps the most efficient existing high quality volume rendering algorithms, and runs faster than ray casting methods by use of an approximation technique known as footprints. We present an improved volume rendering algorithm which reduces the computation of the "splatting" algorithm by computing in compressed transform domain. We will describe how to render the image efficiently by computing in compressed transform domain. Assuming that the original sample data and the resulting image are stored in the transform domain, we show that the rendering of the image can be performed in O(pN3 log N ) where N3 is the size of the three dimensional sample data and p is the compression factor, compared to the O ( N 3 f) running time of the original splatting algorithm where f is the size of footprint. Our algorithm is more efficient when f >>plogN.
Organization of This Paper. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will describe the general problem of computing in compressed transform domain. In Section 3, we apply our method to the splatting volume rendering algorithm and give a new algorithm which performs computation in the compressed transform domain. We also present the performance analysis of our algorithm and discuss the advantages of our algorithm.
2
We will use Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) as the transform for the presentation of this paper. Let w, = exp(2afl/n) be the nth root of unity over the complex numbers. Let a' be an n-vector such that a' = (ao, al, ..., ~~-1 ) . We define the vector y' = (yo, 91, ..,, yn-l), where yk = c y ;
: uj&, to be the DFT of vector a'. We also write y'= DFT,(a'). As is well known, the be vectors of length n and the result of the operation be vector F. We define these operations as follows: (i) addition:
and (iii) convolution: "*" a* v'= F, ri = C;=~ukvi-k.
The addition and dot product can be performed easily in U ( n ) time in original domain. By the Convolution Theorem, the convolution of two n-vectors can be computed by mapping the vectors to the transform domain using the DFT*,, performing dot product on the transformed DFTzn vectors and then computing the inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT;,' ) of the resulting vector, both taking O(n1ogn) time. This is routine for signal processing applications. On the other hand, the convolution of two vectors given in the transform domain can be computed by computing an inverse transform (e.g. an inverse DFT) of the two vectors, computing a dot product of the resulting vectors in the original domain U1, and then converting the result back into DFT in 3. In other words, the convolution operation and dot product operation are dual problems in original and transform domain. But note that conversion to and from these domains U 1 , z appears to be required if we wish to do combinations of dot product and convolution operations.
T h e Compressed Transform Domain. To create a compressed transform domain 3, we need to drop data without introducing large error. A technique known to provide good performance in practice for many classes of images and speech data, is to remove high frequency terms in the Discrete Fourier Transform of the vector which are close to zero. Specifically, let v'= (vo. VI, ..., vn-l) be a n-vector which consists of the coefficients of the polynomial q(z) = Crzi vizi. We encode v' by Discrete Fourier Transform S O , S~ ,..., sn-l where si = ~y~~z j w ' j .
We keep IC low frequency terms, SO, SI, ... sk-1. In the remaining terms, we keep s terms of highest magnitude. Let
The total storage space needed is pn where p = e since we need to store
Computing in Compressed Transform Domain
the position indices of s terms of the highest magnitude as well. We consider the problem how to compute the addition, dot product and convolution of two vectors in the original domain U, by using their corresponding compressed vectors in the compressed transform domain '&. The result is stored in the compressed transform domain TI. (Our compression scheme is similar to many one dimensional transform compression schemes in that only the high frequency (sparse) terms which contain non-vital information are dropped. The similarity is advantageous, since it indicates that we may obtain compression ratio comparable to to that of these conventional transform compression methods. The main difference between our compression scheme and typical one dimensional transform compression method is that such methods may apply the transform only on blocks of consecutive subsequences of some bounded size, in part to limit computational costs.
In practice, to further decrease our computational costs, we can also apply this decomposition method.)
A sparse polynomial is a polynomial of degree n which has s non-zero terms where s << n.
The compressed transform of a vector a' in the transform domain has a corresponding sparse polynomial p ( z ) = aid whose coefficients form the same vector. In for some fixed complex number C), the cost is O(s1ogs + logn).
Operations using Compressed Transform Domain. We consider the problem how to execute operations such as addition, convolution and dot product on vectors in the original domain U1 by using their corresponding representations in the compressed transform domain 71.
Without loss of generality, we consider the operations on two n-vectors I and v' in one dimension (we later will extend these operations to two dimensional arrays) using their corresponding vectors a' and gin the compressed transform domain ' & which are encoded using_the compression method described above. Let k be the number of low order coefficients in a' and b which we store (that is, we always store low order coefficients ao, a l , . . . , ak-1 and bo, bl, . . . , bk-1 as dense vectors), and let s be the number of additional sparse high order terms in a' and 5 which we store (that is, we also store the lists of coefficients aior ail,. . . ,
and bjo, bjl,. . . , bjaT1 of highest magnitude). Thus the uncompressed size is the length n of the vector in the untransformed domain U,, and the compressed sire is the number n' of non-zero coefficients of the vectors in the compressed transform domain l'i. We assume that the input and output vectors are both stored in the compressed transform domain 71 and the computational cost is analyzed accordingly, in terms of n', where possible. Addition. The addition of two vectors I a n d C+in the untransformed domain U1 can be performed by adding the corresponding terms of a' and b in TI. Note that in the worst case, the number of non-zero terms in the resulting vector z' may become k + 2s where k is the number of dense frequency terms and s is the number of sparse terms in vector a' or a'. We keep the k dense terms and choose s sparse terms of highest magnitude out of the possible 2n sparse terms. Thus the addition in U1 will be computed in the compressed transform domain 'TI which takes O ( d ) time.
We denote the approximated computation of addition by ApprozAdd().
Convolution. Given vectors I and v' in untransformed domain U,, recall that their convolution can be compuied by an inverse transform of the dot product of their compressed transform vectors a' and b in the transform domain TI. We first perform pointwise multiplication of the corresponding terms of a'and b in TI. Let the resulting vector be r'of length n such that ~i = aibi.
The number of non-zero elements in Tis equal to or less than d. Thus the convolution in U1 will be approximately computed in compressed transform domain Z i in O ( d ) time. We denote the approximated computation of convolution by ApproxCcnv(). Dot P r o d u c t The dot product of two given n-vectors U' and v' in the untransformed domain U, is a vector whose ith element is the sum of the i elements of U and v. To compute the dot product of two _vectors U' and V; we need to compute the convolution of the two corresponding vectors a' and b in the compressed transform domain '&. Let pa(z) = Cy!; aid be the corresponding sparse polynomial of a' and pb(z) = biz' the sparse polynomial of c. We evaluate pa(z) at 2n' evenly spaced roots of unity. Specifically, let qn, be the In'-th root of unity. We will evaluate p,(z) at 2n' points: wZ;, where 0 5 i 5 2n' -1. We interpolate a sparse polynomial h(z) of 2n' non-zero terms and degree 2n such that h ( q ) = pa(zi)pb(zi) for each zi = U;,,, where 0 _< i _< 2n'-1. By this sparse polynomial interpolation and the convoiution theorem, the coefficients of h can be shown to be the convolution of the two vectors ii and b in the compressed transform domain '&. To insure the required compression, we keep all coefficients of h of degree < k and keep only s of the coefficients of h of largest magnitude of degree 2 IC. We use this resulting vector h to approximate the DFT of the dot product of the two vectors il and v', as required. Thus, by use of known sparse polynomial evaluation and interpolation algorithms (see 12, 3, SI), the total cost of computing the dot product is O(n'1ogn' + logn). We denote the approximated computation of dot product in the transform domain by ApprozDotProd(). We summarize the above results in the following theorem: Note that the error and degradation due to lossy compression depends on the degree of compression factor just as in standard lossy compression algorithms. The above computations may not be appropriate for general algebraic computations if vectors can not be lossily compressed with small error. However, in many 1D applications such as speech processing the input data is known for a large class of inputs to have excellent lossy compressibility, with small error, using similar compression techniques. So for these applications, our techniques for computing in the compressed transform domain can be applied to produce a reduction in the amount of computation for the solution of problem with limited error. We next extend the above method for computation in the compressed transform domain to 2D. Extension to Two-dimensions. The operations in compressed transform domain are readily extendible to two dimension. We will summarize this extension in the following theorem:
Theorem 2 The following operations on a m y s of size n x n in the untransfonned domain U2
can be approximately performed in the compressed transform domain 5: (a) the operations of addition and convolution in cost O(n') time and (ii) the dot product with cost O(n'logn'+nlogn) time, where the a m y s are of size n x n in the 2 dimensional untransformed domain U2 is and n' i s the number of non-zero coefficients of the a m p in the 2 dimensional compressed transform domain 5 .
Note that (as in the 1D case), the error and degradation due to lossy compression depends on the degree of compression factor just as in standard lossy compression algorithms. In our applications of choice, such as image processing in 20, the input data is known for a large class of inputs to have excellent lossy compressibility, with small error, using similar compression techniques. In this paper, we apply this method to the volume rendering problem where the resulting image is already known to be highly compressible, and so we can greatly reduce the amount of computation by avoiding costly operations in the original domain by computing directly using the compressed forms of the images in the transform domain. We apply this generalized 2D method to the volume rendering problem where the resulting image is already known to be highly compressible.
So we can greatly reduce the amount of computation by avoiding costly operations in the original domain by computing directly using the compressed forms of the images in the transform domain.
The 2D DFT, of an array in the original domain can be obtained by computing oncdimensional DFT by rows and then computing one-dimensional DFT for the resulting array's columns [lo] .
Let WZ,, = e x p ( . r r a / n ) be the 2nth root of unity over the complex numbers. Let M be an n x n array such that M = (mij). Consider the bivariate polynomial &(sly) = Cz;&mijz'yj with variables I and y. Then the 2D DFTz, of M is the 2n x 2n array A where A i j = &(w;,,t&) that is Ai,j is the evaluation of Q(x, y) at x = win and y = 4,. Using Fast Fourier Transform the DFT and inverse DFT of an n x n array can be computed in O(n' logn) time. We compress the transformed array A using a method similar to the one-dimensional case. We assume, w.o.l.g., that k is a perfect square and keep a dense fi x & subarray of elements of the transformed array (those terms that are in both first v% rows and first & columns). These coefficients correspond to the low frequency terms in the original image. We keep s remaining entries in the array of highest magnitude. Let P ( x , y) = Cz& be the corresponding sparse bivariate polynomial of variables z,y. Let n' = s + k. We assume w.o.1.g. 2n' is a perfect square. The total storage space needed is pn2 where p = 9, since we need to store the position indices of s terms of the highest magnitude as well. (Our compression scheme is similar to the JPEG image compression scheme in that only the high frequency (sparse) terms which contains nonvital information are compressed. The similarity is advantageous, since it indicates that we may obtain compression ratio comparable to to that of conventional methods such as JPEG. The main difference between our compression scheme and JPEG compression is that JPEG and other related image transform compression schemes is that they apply the transform only on blocks of consecutive subsubarrays of some bounded size. In practice, to further decrease our computational costs, we can also apply this decomposition method, which limits computational costs.) A sparse bivariate polynomial is a polynomial of degree n in each of two variables, say 2, y which has s non-zero terms where s << n. The compressed transform array A in the transform domain has a corresponding sparse polynomial p(z) = aix' whose coefficients form the same array. It is known (see [2, 3,8]) that the results for evaluation and interpolation of a sparse univariate polynomial with degree n and s terms at s arbitrary points, hold also for bivariate polynomials, so again evaluation and interpolation can be done in O(s log' s + n log n) time. Furthermore, the cost decreases to O(s logs + n log n) if the evaluation or interpolation points are the s roots of unity or s chirp points. We consider the problem how to execute operations such as addition, convolution and dot product on arrays in the original domain U2 by using their corresponding representations in a two dimensional compressed transform domain 72. Without loss of generality, we consider the operations on two n x n arrays hi, M' using their corresponding arrays A , A' in the 2D compressed transform domain 12, which are encoded using the compression method described above. Let n' = s + k be the total number of coefficients stored by A, and A', where s is number of sparse high order terms stored and the dense subarray of low frequency terms stored is of size fi x a. We define the dot product of two arrays M, M' to be the array M" such that = Mi,jMi,j (note that this definition differs from some other definitions, but is convenient for our applications). The result is to be stored in the 2D compressed transform domain 72. Again, the approximate addition and convolution of two n x n compressed arrays can be performed easily in O(n') time in the compressed transform domain 7, just as previously described for one-dimensional vectors. By the 2 0 Convolution Theorem, the convolution of two n x n arrays M , M' can be computed in the transform domain using the 2D DFTz,, performing dot product on the transformed DFTzn arrays A, A' and then computing the inverse 2D Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT;:) of the resulting array, both taking O(n2 logn) time. This is routine for image processing applications. In our applications, we need not apply the forward or inverse 2D Discrete Fourier Transform, and instead simply perform dot product on the prior transformed DFT2, arrays A, A' in time O(n') proportional to the number of stored coefficients n'. We again denote the approximated computation of addition and convolution in the transform domain by ApproxAddO and ApproxConv(). Again, the convolution operation and dot product operation are dual problems in original and transform domain. The dot product of two n x n arrays M , M' convolution of two arrays A, A' given in the transform domain 3 can be computed by computing an inverse 2 D DFT of the two arrays, computing a dot product of the resulting arrays A, A' in the original domain Uz, and then converting the result back into the 2D DFTz, in 12.
Again, the conversion to and from these domains Uz, 7 2 appears to be required if we wish to do combinations of dot product and convolution operations, but we again avoid this by use of sparse polynomial evaluation and interpolation. Let p~( z , y) = E?;., Aijx'yj be the corresponding sparse polynomial of array A and P A ' ( Z , y) = Ct;i, Aljxiyj the sparse polynomial of array A'.
Let U*,,, be the 2n'-th root of unity. We evaluate P A ( I ,~) at 2n' evaluation points; that is at all xi = win, and y j = 4,' for each 0 5 i , j 5 &? -1. We interpolate a sparse bivariate polynomial h(z, y) of 2n' non-zero terms and degree _< 2n' in each of the variables x, y such that h(zi,yj) = pa(ii,yj)pb(xi,yj) for each z i = U&, and each yj = U;:, where 0 5 i , j 5 a-1.
By this sparse polynomial interpolation and the convolution theorem, the coefficients of h can be shown to be the convolution of the two arrays A, A' in the compressed transform domain Tz.
To insure the required compression, we keep all coefficients of h of degree < V% in each of x, y and keep only s of the cqefficients of h of largest magnitude of degree 2 V% in each of I, y. We use this resulting vector h to approximate the DFT of the dot product of the two arrays M and M', as required. Thus, by use of known sparse bivariate polynomial evaluation and interpolation algorithms (see [Z, 3, SI), the total cost of computing the dot product of the two n x n arrays is O(n'logn'+ nlogn), which is O(pn210gn), where p = $$?-, assuming p 2 l/n.
We give here a brief description of the volume rendering problem and the well-known splatting algorithm for solving volume rendering problem for those who are not familiar with the problem or with the splatting algorithm (also see [6, 9, 11, 121). Westover Ill] presented a feed-forward volume rendering algorithm named "splatting". The term "splat" refers to the process of determining a sample's image-space footprint on the image plane, and adding the sample's effect over that footprint to the image. In the splatting algorithm, the sample i s treated &s a reflective, light-emitting, semi-transparent cloud. The sample is first classified to determine the discrete values for the primary properties that represent the sample. Then it is illuminated using certain illumination model. The process of classifying a sample and applying an illumination model to calculate the sample's illumination effects is called the CRIO process. The splatting algorithm consists of four main parts: transforming, CRIO, reconstruction and visibility. The transformation process converts the input tuple's mesh space < i, j , k > into an image space < x, y, z >. The renderer then runs the CRIO process on the imagespace tuple to generate a CRIO tuple for each data sample which contains information of color, opacity and image coordinates for this sample. Only the data sample whose opacity is not zero is passed to the reconstruction process. The reconstruction process determines the image-space contribution of each CRIO tuple to produce a single splat tuple. Finally the renderer combines the splat tuples to form the image using certain visibility rule. The visibility rules are different for front-to-back and back-to-front traversals, but the rules are equivalent. Formally, let I&, denote the output intensity of image at point < I, y > 3 The Splatting Algorithm for Volume Rendering after l-th iteration, let F& denote the intensity of data sample at point < z, y, l > calculated in the reconstruction process, let A:, denote the output opacity of image at point < z, y > after e-th iteration, and let Df, denote the opacity of data sample at point < z, y, e > calculated in the reconstruction process using the footprint function. The algorithm accumulates the intensity &, at image point < x,y > by adding contribution I ? : , of each data sample at coordinates < z, y, e >. For example, the intensity that a data sample at coordinates < x, y, e > contributes is computed by the amount of light emitting from the data sample F& x D&, times a factor of 1 -A$1 (the portion that is not blocked by current opacity of image point < z,y >). The opacity at image point < x,y > is increased by the amount of light that goes through by the previous opacity 1 -A:;' but is blocked because of the opacity of the new data sample D&. The formulae for the back-to-front traversal can be explained similarly. For a front-to-back traversal, the algorithm first initialize the intensity and opacity arrays of image and then compute the output intensity and opacity incrementally, as follows: Splatting Volume Rendering:
f o r z = l ... n ; f o r y = l ... ndoI&=O,A'$=O for t? = l...n do for 2 = 1 .~; for y = l...n do Output I",A" . (The algorithm works similarly, for a back-to-front traversal.) Among these processes, the reconstruction part where the renderer must determine each sample's contribution to the final image is most compute-intensive. The reconstruction is normally performed by convoluting the sample function with the kernel function. The kernel function is a discrete array is carefully chosen to balance the tradeoff between the amount of computation and the image quality. For example, a high-quality and computationally expensive kernel is the one using the Gaussian density function q5 which is defined by @(z) = e--.
Instead, in the reconstruction process of the splatting algorithm, a footprint table is built for each data sample to spread the sample's energy onto the image plane. Since the footprint function is constant for all input samples, the renderer builds a footprint table at the beginning of the reconstruction process and then uses it for every sample. One easy way to build the footprint table is to determine the image-space extend of the projection of the reconstruction kernel and then select a sub-pixel sampling rate. However, the renderer must still integrate the reconstruction kernel to build the footprint table once per image. An alternative way is to model the result of the integration with some simple function, for example, a Gaussian, since the result of integrating one dimension of a three-dimensional Gaussian is still a Gaussian. This method evaluates the simple function at the table entries without integration. The kernel needs to be truncated in this case since the extent of the kernel is infinite. Thus the footprint function defined as above can be viewed as a two-dimensional image-space projection of the reconstruction kernel. The footprint table is built only once at the beginning of each rendering process and the renderer uses the same footprint table for every sample. After the contribution of each sample to the image has been determined, for each pixel in the footprint, the renderer weights the sample by the footprint value and composite the sample's color and opacity into the accumulation buffer. The compositing can be accomplished by either frontto-back or back-to-front traversal and a sheet bufler is used to correctly calculating thc value of a reconstructed point that lies between samples with overlapping kernels. After the image is constructed, the user has the freedom to interactively change viewing parameters and the Volume Rendering in Compressed Fourier Transform Domain. We apply our computation methods described above to volume rendering problem. We present our application of computation in compressed transform domain to the splatting algorithm in this section. In our volume rendering algorithm, the original image data sample and the footprint are all stored in the compressed transform domain 72. The outputs will also be stored in the compressed transform domain 3. In the reconstruction process of our algorithm, we consider the input sample data as a 3-D N x N x N array CT& which is stored in compressed transform domain 5. Similarly, the footprint function fW defined in the previous section is stored in the compressed transform domain 5. The approximate convolution F of the data sample and the footprint in the spatial domain can be performed as dot product in the transform domain '&, and stored in this domain. Specifically, F can be computed using operation ApproxConv(u, f) in the compressed transform domain 1 2 as described in Section 2, where a is the image data sample, and f is the footprint function. Let p 2 1/N be the compression factor. Then total computation time for this approximate convolution is O(pN3). The key operations in the image rendering process are addition and dot product of two-dimensional arrays in the uncompressed domain Uz. Therefore, the image rendering in the splatting algorithm can also be performed in compressed transform domain 1 2 using the 2-D array operations described in section 2. In our algorithm, we assume that the inputs are the intensity arrays and opacity arrays stored in compressed transform domain 3.
We denote the intensity arrays by F which is a compressed representation in transform domain 7 2 of the intensity arrays F in the untransformed domain U2. Similarly, we denote the opacity arrays by D which is a compressed representation in ' & of the intensity arrays I) in U2. We let It be the output image intensity at the e-th level which is in compressed transform domain z. Also we let Ae be the output opacity of image at the e-th level which is in compressed transform domain ' &. We compute the operations (addition, dot product and convolution) using 2D approximated computations described in Section 2. We assume that the input and output Performance Analysis. We consider the performance of our algorithm for volume rendering on a given N x N x N three-dimensional data array. In the original splatting algorithm, the dominant part of the time complexity is the reconstruction phase. Let f be the size of the footprint (normally say 1 5 x 15 pixels) and PI (a constant say 1/2) be the frequency of the non-zero intensity (non-transparent) volume pixels which contributes to the final image. Since the integration is performed along all three dimensions, the convolution of the sample function and the kernel takes time O ( N 3 f P~) .
Because P I is a constant, the time complexity is O ( N 3 f ) . The size of the footprint f is the major factor in the tradeoff between the computation time and the resulting image quality. To demand a higher image quality, the corresponding larger size of the footprint may cause the computation to be too expensive. In the preprocessing stage of our algorithm, the N x N x N spatial data array and the footprint function are all transformed into transform domain using Fast Fourier Transform in 3-D which takes O ( N 3 log N) time and compressed using the method described in Section 2. This preprocessing needs to be done only once. By computing in compressed transform domain, the computation of the reconstruction (convolution) stage can be reduced to O(pN3) where p is the compression factor. In the final rendering process, the time complexity is O(pN3 log N ) where p is the compression factor. Therefore, the time complexity for our algorithm is O(pN3 log N ) , given this preprocessing. The volume rendering algorithm using compressed transform domain we presented has several advantages over the original splatting algorithm. Because our algorithm works in compressed transform domain instead of the original spatial domain, the reconstruction process is easier to visualize. The convolution in the spatial domain corresponds to a dot product in the frequency domain. By transforming the sample data into Fourier transform, we avoid the computational cost of convolution. Our volume rendering algorithm takes O(pN3 log N ) time while the original splatting algorithm runs in O ( N 3 f ) where f is the size (number of non-zero terms) of footprint. In practice, the compression factor p is typically 1/30 because image data can be lossily compressed well. Since the typical image size is 1000 x 1000 pixels, logN is approximately 10. The footprint size is normally around 200 [ll] . There are constant factors in the complexities of both the splatting algorithm and our algorithm but these constant factors are similar, say about 5 to 10. Therefore, our algorithm may improve the running time of splatting algorithm by a significant factor in practical use. Furthermore, the preprocessing is only done once for any given input data set. The transformed sample data is used for subsequent repeated image construction. Since each individual image rendering is very fast, it allows the user to change parameters of the rendering algorithm and view the result after a short time. Therefore, the progressive refinement of the final image is a natural consequence of the transform method. By using the compressed transform representation, the renderer can build preview images generated by computing a highly compressed transform representation of the sample data in the frequency domain. The computation time decreases as the image data becomes more compressed. When a researcher uses the renderer in an interactive way and wants to get feedbacks whenever any viewing parameters change, the renderer can provide an image, which is not necessary of high quality but good enough to reflect the parameter changes, by choosing a proper compression factor for the compressed transform representation. This preview update in our algorithm is much faster than the original splatting algorithm where the convolution has to be computed expensively whenever any view parameters change.
